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preface

I

’VE WRITTEN 32 books, but Million Dollar Consulting remains my all-time bestseller. Who even dreams that a business book will be constantly on the shelves
for almost 20 years?
When my agent ﬁrst offered the book, then titled Confessions of a Consultant, no less than 15 publishers turned us down. McGraw-Hill wasn’t enamored
of the concept either, but instead asked for a different approach that led to
Million Dollar Consulting.
What I’ve learned consistently from that time to this is that it’s better to
move when you’re 80 percent ready and make up the other 20 percent while
you’re moving than it is to wait until you’re 100 percent prepared. The delay in
waiting for that ﬁnal 20 percent is dysfunctional and adds little value in the eye
of the beholder (or buyer). You’ll ﬁnd this refrain in the pages that follow.
Mark Twain said that even if you’re on the right track, if you just sit there,
someone will pass you by. This book is about movement and progress, and the
changes from the previous edition (about 40 percent) respect the changes in our
society, economy, technology, and profession.
A few reviewers, while overwhelmingly positive overall, have taken me to
task for not writing about building large practices, with scores of employees, that
represent a signiﬁcant equity stake for one’s retirement. In effect, they are
unhappy that I didn’t write a book I never intended to write!
This book is for the entrepreneur who wants to build a blazingly successful solo practice. It is as simple as that. Once you’re successful with that practice, you have further options, but not before.
Real wealth is discretionary time, being able to do what you desire when
you desire to do it, whether it’s watching your kids’ soccer games and dance
recitals or creating a new client proposal. You can always earn more money, but
you can’t make more time.
My way has been to consistently earn seven ﬁgures a year, provide
tremendous value to clients, lead the good life, work smart and not hard, and
generate the money required for both retirement and living well now, today,
in the present.
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PREFACE

The philosophy behind Million Dollar Consulting is unchanged. However,
since its original publication in 1992, I’ve met quite a few more million dollar
consultants who have read my work. Many have worked with me in the Million
Dollar Consulting® Colleges, the Million Dollar Club, and the Private Roster
Mentor Program.
I’m pleased to invite you now to join our company.
ALAN WEISS,
East Greenwich, RI
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